DEMO FLOOR PLAN - LEVEL 1

KEY NOTE LEGEND - DEMO

D01 (E) WALL TO REMAIN
D02 DEMO WALL, RE: CONSTRUCTION PLANS FOR EXTENTS OF NEW CONSTRUCTION
D04 DEMO DOOR, FRAME AND HARDWARE
D05 DEMO WALL FOR (N) DOOR, RE: DOOR SCHEDULE
D06 DEMO VCT/MARMOLEUM/CARPET FLOOR, BASE, AND ASSOCIATED ADHESIVES AND/OR FASTENERS
D07 (E) ROOM TO REMAIN
D11 DEMO EXISTING STOREFRONT SYSTEM, CARPET AND CEILING
D13 DEMO SELECT HVAC DIFFUSERS AND DUCTS, RE: MECH
D14 DEMO RAKED SEATING INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO STAIRS, RAMPS, CEILINGS AND EQUIPMENT. SEATING TO BE REMOVED AND STORED PER CMU DIRECTION.
D15 (E) PIPING TO REMAIN
D16 DEMO WALL SYSTEM AND INTEGRATED SLIDING DOOR
D17 DEMO AV, THEATRICAL LIGHTING SYSTEMS AND ACOUSTICAL TREATMENTS
D18 DEMO GYP BOARD CEILING AND ASSOCIATED LIGHTING, SAVE ELECTRICAL FEEDS FOR (N) FIXTURES, RE: ELEC
D19 DEMO ACOUSTIC CEILING TILES, GRID AND ASSOCIATED LIGHTING, SAVE ELECTRICAL FEEDS FOR (N) FIXTURES, RE: ELEC
D21 (E) ACOUSTIC GRID CEILING AND LIGHTING TO REMAIN
D22 DEMO LIGHTING, SAVE ELECTRICAL FEEDS FOR (N) FIXTURES, (E) CEILING TO REMAIN, RE: ELEC
D24 DEMO CEILING, ACOUSTIC CEILING CLOUDS AND ASSOCIATED LIGHTING, SAVE ELECTRICAL FEEDS FOR (N) FIXTURES, RE: ELEC
D25 (E) ACOUSTIC CEILING CLOUDS AND ASSOCIATED LIGHTING TO REMAIN
D26 DEMO STAIRS
D30 DEMO WALLS TO (E) STUD, DOORS, CEILING, ASSOCIATED LIGHTING AND MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
D31 (E) ROOM TO REMAIN, RE:MECH FOR MECHANICAL DEMO
D32 DEMO DOOR, FRAME AND HARDWARE, REPLACE WITH NEW DOOR FRAME AND HARDWARE, RE: DOOR SCHEDULE
D33 REMOVE (E) SEATING AND STORE PER CMU DIRECTION
D34 DEMO CEILING AND MECHANICAL DUCT TO SLAB ABOVE
D35 DEMO STAGE FLOOR, BASE, AND ASSOCIATED ADHESIVES AND/OR FASTENERS
D36 DEMO EXISTING LOCKERS
D37 DEMO EXISTING ORCHESTRA PIT, STAGE FRAMING, AND STAGE FRONT MASONRY WALL
D38 DEMO MASONRY WALL, RE:STRUCT
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MOSS PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

EXISTING RIGGING TO BE MAINTAINED AND UPGRADED PER PREVIOUS RIGGING REPORT

PROVIDE NEW CARPET, BASE, PAINT, ACT CEILING, LIGHTING FIXTURES AND DRESSING COUNTER TOP W/ MIRROR LIGHTING

NEW SPRUNG STAGE: PAINTED 1/4" MASONITE ON (2) LAYERS OF 3/4" B-C GRADE UNDERLAYMENT PLYWOOD ON 2X SLEEPS WITH ROBBINS ¾ " EPDM GREEN BIO-PAD INVERTED CONICAL PADS

EXISTING ROOM/AREA TO REMAIN - NO SCOPE OF WORK, VERIFY WITH MECHANICAL

NEW STC RATED 65-70 WALLS, FULLY GASKETED DOORS, CARPET, PAINT, ACT CEILING AND LIGHTING, ACOUSTICAL WALL PANELING, NEW MECHANICAL SUPPLY AND INTERNALLY LINED ELBOW RETURN AIR BOOTS

SAND AND REFINISH EXISTING WOOD FLOOR

NEW STC RATED 50 WALLS, FULLY GASKETED DOORS, CARPET, PAINT, ACT CEILING AND LIGHTING, ACOUSTICAL WALL PANELING, PROVIDE HUMIDIFICATION IN HALL IN ROOMS AND HALLWAY.

NEW MARMOLEUM FLOORING TO REPLACE EXISTING MARMOLEUM/VCT/CONCRETE. GRIND EXISTING CONCRETE TO LEVEL WHERE REQUIRED

PROVIDE HUMIDIFICATION IN STORAGE, NEW INSTRUMENT STORAGE LOCKERS

RECITAL HALL: NEW THEATRICAL LIGHTING, ADJUSTABLE ACOUSTICAL TRAVELERS/SUN SHADES AND A/V

EXISTING CONTROL BOOTH AND MEZZANINE TO REMAIN, EXISTING MECHANICAL CATWALK ACCESS TO BE PROVIDED TO MECHANICAL UNITS, RE:MECH
1. GENERAL NOTE

VALUE "ROBBINS ¾ 3/4" B-C GRADE UNDERLAYMENT PLYWOOD ON 2X SLEEPS WITH NEW SPRUNG STAGE: PAINTED 1/4" MASONITE ON (2) LAYERS OF ELBOW RETURN AIR BOOTS PANELING, NEW MECHANICAL SUPPLY AND INTERNALLY LINED CARPET, PAINT, ACT CEILING AND LIGHTING, ACOUSTICAL WALL FIXTURES AND DRESSING COUNTER TOP W/ MIRROR LIGHTING PROVIDE NEW CARPET, BASE, PAINT, ACT CEILING AND LIGHT AS REQUIRED EXISTING RIGGING TO BE MAINTAINED AND UPGRADED PER DESIGN SIGHTLINE PLATFORM LEVEL, INSTALL NEW DEMOUTABLE STAGE PLATFORM, BASIS OF INFILL ORCHESTRA PIT WITH GEOFOAM AND POUR 6" REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB TO ALIGN WITH LOWER SEATING LEVEL, INSTALL NEW DEMOUTABLE STAGE PLATFORM, BASIS OF DESIGN SIGHTLINE PLATFORM

INFILL ORCHESTRA PIT WITH GEOFOAM AND POUR 6" REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB TO ALIGN WITH LOWER SEATING LEVEL, INSTALL NEW DEMOUTABLE STAGE PLATFORM, BASIS OF DESIGN SIGHTLINE PLATFORM

NEW DOOR AND FRAME WITH FULL GASKETING CARPET, PAINT, ACT CEILING AND LIGHTING, ACOUSTICAL PANELS SPACES IN STC RATED 65-70 WALLS, FULLY GASKETED DOORS, RECORDING BOOTH AND STUDIO WITH FIXED GLAZING BETWEEN PROVIDE HUMIDIFICATION IN HALL IN ROOMS AND HALLWAY. PAINT, ACT CEILING AND LIGHTING, ACOUSTICAL WALL PANELING, NEW STC RATED 50 WALLS, FULLY GASKETED DOORS, CARPET, PAINT, ACT CEILING AND LIGHTING, ACOUSTICAL PANELS SPACES IN STC RATED 65-70 WALLS, FULLY GASKETED DOORS, RECORDING BOOTH AND STUDIO WITH FIXED GLAZING BETWEEN PROVIDE HUMIDIFICATION IN STORAGE, NEW INSTRUMENT STORAGE LOCKERS PROVIDE HUMIDIFICATION IN STORAGE, NEW INSTRUMENT STORAGE LOCKERS

NEW MECHANICAL ROOM ADDITION, WITH NEW FOUNDATIONS, CONCRETE SLAB, MOSS MATCHING BRICK ON CMU STRUCTURAL BLOCK, TPO ROOF MEMBRANE RE:MECH FOR NEW MECH EXISTING MECHANICAL ROOM TO REMAIN, RE:MECH FOR NEW WORK
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